
Classroom Services
Accelerate Learning in the Apple Classroom App
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Jamf and the Classroom

Classroom Apple School Manager

Students log in with their credentials 
on an iPad and get access to their 
books, apps, and documents.

Administrators log in and assign 
content to students.

Professional Services

Apple provides one of the best learning experiences for students. And, Jamf 
puts that experience right in your hands!

Apple’s new options for education in iOS 9.3 are just plain awesome! From the 
Classroom app to Apple School Manager, Apple brings a fresh approach to 
integrating with existing infrastructure and content delivery systems. Jamf is 
right there, with support on the day these new features become available. We 
understand you have other demands on your time and just need someone to 
come in and get you started.



What’s Included

Best practices training for new JSS 
options

Training and documentation on Apple 
School Manager

Setup & training on the Classroom app

Integration with supported Student 
Information Systems, leverage iTunes U for 
getting users into Apple School Manager, 
or build CSVs for importing users

Assistance with Managed Apple IDs, and 
simple passwords for younger students

Training on creating and managing classes 
in the JSS

Setup Apple School Manager to sync with 
the JSS

Documentation for teachers on managing 
classes using Apple School Manager

Integrate VPP and DEP tokens for Apple 
School Manager support

When you engage Jamf’s Classroom Services, you get the following:

A highly personalized shared iPad experience
At Jamf, we make Apple’s iOS 9.3 dream your reality. You can now preload 
apps and show them or hide them based on the user. You can also build 
a unique home screen layout, so that each user has an exquisitely crafted 
experience with their iPads.

Reduce the impact of the learning curve to do all of this with Jamf’s Classroom 
Services, an accelerator program to get you ready to provide the best 
education experience available into the hands of your faculty and students.

Ready to get started?
We’re happy to help. Reach out to us at info@jamfsoftware.com or give us a call 612-605-6625.
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